UNDERGRADUATE INTERVIEW VIDEO SUBMISSION
FOR APPLICATION TO THE FRED FOX SCHOOL OF MUSIC'S MUSIC EDUCATION PROGRAM

Directions: Please submit a videotaped “Interview,” in which you answer the questions listed below. This submission allows faculty reviewing your materials to also see and hear your speaking skills when articulating prepared responses to questions considered important to Music Education at the University of Arizona. If you have an existing online FFSoM application, please upload the video through your Acceptd application. The interview should include responses to the following prompts and questions and should be delivered in a professional, yet comfortable, way.

1. Please state your name, and provide your primary voice type and/or instrument(s).
2. Why did you decide to study music in college?
3. Why do you want to become a music educator?
4. What age group(s)/grade level(s) and area of music most interests you as a prospective teacher working in the schools (e.g. HS choral, MS band, elementary general music, etc.)?
5. Recall an inspirational music teacher you currently have or have had in the past. Please share some of the teacher’s personal and/or professional traits you found inspirational.
6. Please share any situations in which you have worked with students or acted in a teaching capacity. (These do not have to only be music contexts.) Discuss any positive experiences occurring during those interactions.
7. Please share one or two examples of times or situations in which you have served in a leadership position different from any teaching experience described in the last prompt (e.g. HS welcoming mentor, manager at restaurant, youth group leader). Discuss any positive experiences occurring during those interactions.
8. Please provide a closing statement indicating why you applied specifically to the University of Arizona’s Music Education Undergraduate Program.

Thank you for your interest in the UA Fred Fox School of Music’s Music Education Undergraduate Program! We look forward to reviewing your materials.